The use of near infrared light for the determination of blood oxygenation in the brain has been of great interest over the last years. However, little attention has been paid to the fact that the states of blood oxygenation in arteries, veins, and capillaries differ substantially. An understanding of light absorption by cerebral blood in various blood vessels embedded in the brain tissue is essential for the interpretation of measured brain oxygenation.
INTRODUCTION
Near infrared (NIR) techniques, including continuous, pulsed, and amplitude-modulated light spectroscopy, have been developed to monitor the oxygenation of the brain noninvasively."2'3'4 In particular, using NIR time-resolved or frequency-resolved spectroscopy has a great advantage in obtaining the oxygenation state of cerebral blood and tissue since these techniques can determine accurate path lengths and absorption coefficients.5 However, the brain is a very complex biological organ, consisting of various blood vessels and brain tissue, covered by the skin and skull. The relationship between light absorption and vascular O-8194-1431.X/94/$6.OOhemoglobin concentration can be quite complicated since the biological components of the head have different optical properties. In order to obtain accurate oxygenation values of the brain using the MR technique, it is necessary to understand the influence of the skin and skull and the contribution of the blood vessels to the brain oxygenation measurement.
Much effort has been made in studying the optical properties of the skull and brain tissues.6'7 In the first part of this study, 8 we showed that the absorption properties of the brain tissue can be determined with timeresolved reflectance spectroscopy through the effect of the skin and skull. It was demonstrated that in layered tissue structures, the outer layers affect only the earlier part of the measured time resolved reflectance, while the later part is dominated by the absorption property of the deeper material. Part I of this study8 concludes that one can extract the absorption information deep in the brain by fitting the analytical solution found for the diffusion theory to the tail of the time resolved reflectance.
An accurate value of the absorption coefficient of the brain is prerequisite to obtain a correct oxygenation status. Based on the BeerLambert law, the absorption coefficient, LLa, due to hemoglobin at two wavelengths, Xi and X2, can be wriuen as 
This formula is applicable to arterial, venous, or tissue saturation when [Hb] and [Hb02] are referred to arterial, venous, or tissue hemoglobin concentrations, respectively. An understanding of what the N spectroscopy measures is essential toward developing brain oximetry. It is known that in the wavelength range of 700-900 nm, the absorption coefficient of hemoglobin is much larger than that of tissue or water.9'10 Is it reasonable to ignore tissue background absorption? Does the absorption coefficient obtained from the NW spectroscopy result from blood only or from a combination of blood in the vessels and background tissue?
In searching for the answers to the above questions, this study was conducted on a heterogeneous model, having a simple vascular structure, with 1) time-resolved Monte Carlo simulation and 2) time-resolved spectroscopy (TRS) in reflectance geometry. Our intention is to quantify the contribution of blood in the blood vessels to brain oxygenation and then to obtain the proper algorithm for determination of the brain hemoglobin saturation from the MR measurement.
MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS

Simulation models
The heterogeneous model for the Monte Carlo simulation is shown in Figure 1 . Small tubes are distributed uniformly in a large homogenous medium. The absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of the background and the material filled in the tubes are represented by Jia(back), P's'(back), Ita(tube), and P's'(tube), respectively. Since the large background can act as hemoglobin-free tissue, ia(back) is chosen to be relatively small, around 0.05 cm1. In the simulation, the input parameters are optical parameters, ia(back), iis'(back), P'a(tube), and j.ts'(tube), the diameter of the tubes, d, and the tube distribution distance, 1. Thus, the volume ratio of the tubes to the total system is known. The output of the simulation is a time-resolved impulse response, at a chosen source-detector separation, p. From the simulated data, we can obtain an apparent absorption coefficient for the heterogeneous system, p,a(system), based on a diffusion theory fit. In order to study the dependence of the Jia(system) on the ia(tube) and Jia(back), we assume that the p.a(system) is a summation of the absorption coefficients for the different absérbing components contained in the medium, as wriuen below:
.La(sYstem) = rj.La(i) (4) where rj is a weighting factor for the ith kind of absorbers in the system. When only one kind of absorber is present in the tubes, then equation (4) becomes lia(system) = r J.L.a(tube) + (1-r) iia(back) ( 
5)
Based on the simulation, we can investigate whether or not the weighting factor, r, is vtu)w1 related to the volume ratio of the tubes, (-').
Vtotal
Simulation results
The data points (empty circles) shown in figure 2 are obtained from the simulation with the input parameters given in Table 1 . In this case, only one kind of absorber is contained in the system, and jis'(back)=ts'(tube). The tubes occupy 12.6% of the total volume, and the background makes up 87.4% of the total volume. Thus, the tube volume ratio is V ,eJVt = 0.126. If it is assumed that r = V,eJVt , equation (5) On the other hand, using the diffusion theory with the values of ta(system)=O.107 cm1 and Ji'=10 cm1 gives rise to the solid curve in figure 2, which shows a good consistency between the Monte Carlo simulation and diffusion theory. Next, we changed the system to have two kinds of absorbers contained in the tubes, as shown in figure 3a. The high and low absorbers have the values of ia(tube) equal to 1.0 cm1 and 0.5 cm1, respectively, with the same volume ratio of 17.45%. The background has a value of jia(back)0.05 cm1 and takes 65.10% total volume. The rest input parameters are given in Table 1 . In figure 3b , the circles represent the corresponding simulation results, and the solid curve is calculated based on the diffusion theory using Jia(system) = 0.294 cm1 and Jig' = 10 cm1. Both figure 2 and figure 3 show that the earlier part of the time dependent simulation result has small deviation from the diffusion theory curve, but that the later part of the profile (after about 0.4 ns) gives a good agreement between the simulation and diffusion theory.
Based on part I of this study,8 we know that the earlier response results from more superficial materials, whereas the later response corresponds to the deeper materials. It is seen that the agreement between the Monte Carlo simulation and diffusion theory, using the ia(system) value, is still held very well in the later part for this heterogeneous system. These simulation results indicate that the weighting factor, r, in equation (5) is equal to the volume ratio of the corresponding distributed absorbers in the system. 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
The experimental model is made of a polyester resin, which simulates a low absorbing tissue background. The resin is mixed with a certain concentration of Ti02 for a proper value of the reduced scattering coefficient ji5'(back).ll As demonstrated in figure 4 , another optically-identical sample is made with a network of small tubes (vertical holes), which simulate blood vessels and can be filled with absorbing solutions. The sample used for this study has values of i.ta(back)0.06 cm1 and p.'(back)= 9.2 cm1. The tubes have 3 mm diameters and make up 14% of the entire volume. With the conventional single photon counting system, described elsewhere,12 the measurement was performed on the side of the sample with a separation of 3 cm. 
Experimental results
A set of TRS measurement was obtained from the resin sample alone, solution alone, and the resin with the solution filled in the holes, respectively. In this case, the solution was 1% intralipid with a certain concentration of absorbers (india ink), and the reduced scattering coefficients for both the resin and the solution were the same. The results are shown in a An increase in absorber concentration in the solution leads to increases in the values of P.a(tube) and thus I.La(system). A set of j.La(tube) and jta(system) were measured on the same resin sample as a function of absorber concentrations, using 670 nm light pulses. In this case, liquid absorbers in the tubes were methemoglobin solutions, which were made from the hemoglobin (Sigma, H2625) totally converted to methemoglobin by adding potassium ferricyanide. 0.5% intralipid was used to dilute the methemoglobin solution. Figure 6 shows that p.a(tube) and J.La(system) are proportional linearly to the absorber concentration, but the slope for the solution only is much larger than that for the combined system. These two linear lines can be written as .ta(system) =k1 x + b = 1.2 10 x + 0.07 j.La(tube) =k2 x + c = 8 10-n x + 0.0027 where x is the absorber concentration in the solution. Then, combining these two equations leads to a relationship between ia(system) and .La(tube), as follows:
.La(system) = ki/k2 .ta(tube) +const. By comparing equation (6) with equation (5), one recognizes that factor ki/k2 in equation (6) is corresponding to the weighting factor, r. The data from figure 6 gives ki/k2 equal to 15%, which is very close to the actual tube volume ratio, 14%. This result indicates that the weighting factor and the volume ratio are identical. It seems that the simulation and experimental results support that when the difference in absorption between the background and absorbers is not larger than 10-15 times, the value of IJ-a(syStem) for a heterogeneous system containing distributed absorbers is proportional to the Pa(absorber) and the absorber volume ratios. However, it is known that the absorption coefficient of pure blood is much higher than that of the tissue. By using the Beer-Lambert law, we can estimate the 11a value (in ln) of human blood at 780 nm by J.La780 = [ci c780 =8 mM 0.46 cm1 mM-1 = 3.68 cm-1 where it was assumed that the hemoglobin concentration of the blood is 8 mM. The value of 3.68 cm1 is in agreement with our blood measurements using TRS. Figure 7 shows the results for the case when the absorption coefficient of the liquid absorbers (ink) in the tubes are much larger than that of the background. when the ink concentration is larger than a certain value, the value of .ta(system) becomes insensitive to the absorber concentration, and the slope for the combined system changed from 0.0052 to 0.0018. Thus, the value of kl/k2 decreased from 0.1 to 0.03. This result suggests that when the difference in absorption between the background and absorbers is large ( 1 5 times ) , the weighting factor, r, is not equal to the volume ratio any more; r becomes much smaller than the volume ratio. The factor r now can be thought of as a contribution factor to the measurement from the hidden absorbers distributed in a uniform background.
DISCUSSION
The experimental results shown above may suggest that only 23% of the blood in the blood vessels makes contributions to the measured p.a by optical non-invasive methods.
Possible explanations for this behavior is that photons can not pass through large vessels since the large vessels absorb the light much more than small vessels and tissue background. A hypothesis is that NW techniques mainly measure capillaries, so that the hemoglobin saturation obtained in the MR spectroscopy corresponds to the oxygenation of the capillary bed and brain tissue. Further study is needed to prove this hypothesis.
The low absorbing homogenous background may include capillary bed and hemoglobin-free tissue. In order to obtain correct blood oxygenation in the brain, one should thus employ three wavelengths to take into account the background absorption. From where a is assumed wavelength independent over a small wavelength range. If three wavelengths are used to measure J1a equation (7) Pa a
In conclusion, 1) in order to obtain correct blood oxygenation, Hb-free tissue absorption should not be ignored; 2) the use of three wavelengths allows to quantify blood oxygenation quite accurately; 3) small vessels and capillary bed may make more contributions to the detected NW signals; and 4) the absorption coefficient observed from the TRS measurement results from both blood vessels and background tissue, and the relationship between 1a(system) observed in TRS and the absorption coefficient of the pure blood is more complex than just a simple volume ratio. This relationship needs further investigation. 
